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orientation in European affairs must be considered. It is
hardly necessary to emphasize how dangerous the resultant
possibilities will be for European peace. One may go a
little further and assert with some confidence that out of
that new orientation a European war must inevitably
spring. It is difficult to see how it can be avoided.
On the other hand, what would the position be in the
event of the democratic Government at Madrid achieving
success ? It is assumed in England that the success of the
Madrid Government would result in the establishment of
something in the nature of a Soviet system in Spain. That
might happen, but not immediately. The official spokesman
of the Spanish Communist Party made the following state-
ment in June 1936 : " We are not putting forward to-day,
as the immediate objective, to pass from the completion of
the bourgeois-democratic revolution to a socialist revolution
for the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
We are aiming at the completion and fulfilment of a demo-
cratic revolution, wThich is the main concern for the Spanish
people at the present moment." My italics. It is the re-
publican democrats who would have to do most of the
preliminary work for a Communistic Left in Spain.
If General Franco succeeds in establishing military rule,
it would be a grave mistake to assume that the Spanish
people will submit to it. A people to whom rifles have
been given do not easily abandon them. The Spaniards
have on many occasions in the past, and in this Civil War
in particular, proved themselves to be redoubtable exponents
of guerrilla warfare. If Franco achieves power, that guerrilla
warfare will continue or be resumed: no army has yet suc-
ceeded in suppressing a whole people. There is no com-
parison between the political situation in Spain and Italy
or Germany, Hitler achieved power by his passionate de-

